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NEW COACH,
NEW INTENSITY

Men’s basketball features new
players and a new head coach
for 2014. With that comes a new
intensity. | Page 10
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Flight
Center to
open in 2015

Olscamp’s Legacy

Construction starts on the new
16,800 square-foot facility
By Jon Stinchcomb
Reporter

About five months ago, the Bowling
Green Flight Center broke ground
for the construction of its new
16,800 square-foot facility located
on Poe Road near the airport. While
the site is set to open sometime in
the first two months of 2015, the
story behind the University’s aviation program’s continued evolution
dates back much further.
“It goes back three years, really,”
said Rodney Rogers, provost and
associate vice president of academic
affairs. “That’s when we started the
first discussions.”
Rogers said the University administration noticed the aviation program came down to two primary
components: the academic side and
the flight school side.
“It’s difficult for us to expand the
flight part of the school,” Rogers
said. “And what I kept hearing as a
provost was, ‘Well, we can’t accept
any more students because we’re
limited by our capacity around the
number of planes we own,’ and
those sorts of things.”
Previously, the University owned
the airplanes, maintained them
through the program and had all
of the liability insurance associated
with it, which made expansion of
the program particularly difficult
in terms of significant financial
investment.
“We looked around and noticed
there are some other universities
in the U.S. that had found a partner that would do the flight school,”
Rogers said. “That gave us the
opportunity to focus on what we do
best, which is academics.”
The partner the University found
was North Star Aviation.
“[North Star Aviation] already
runs a flight school with another
university, so now that they’re running two, they’ve got more flexibility to move planes around where
they need it based on demand,”
Rogers said.

PHOTOS PROVIDED

Former President Paul J. Olscamp has made impact in the community
By Cassie Sullivan
Assistant Managing Editor

Known for his focus on academics,
former University President Paul J.
Olscamp died on Oct. 14th, in Coeur
d’Alene, Idaho.
Olscamp was president for 13 years
at the University, serving from 1982 to
1995. During his time at the University,
Olscamp emphasized on the National
Merit Scholarships, along with science,
social science and the development of
the photochemical program, said current University President, Mary Ellen
Mazey.
“I think [Olscamp’s legacy] would
probably emphasize on quality and academic programming, which is recruiting outstanding students,” Mazey said.
Also during his time at the University,
Olscamp was involved with the faculty,
which he supported; along with the
scholars and scholarships he brought to
the University.
“He was very involved with the faculty. Understanding the faculty and trying to promote the faculty and I think

it was during his era here that BGSU
had so many Fulbright scholars,” Mazey
said.
Dick Newlove, who does real estate
in the Bowling Green area, was on the
Board of Trustees for nine years, all during Olscamp’s time as president.
Along with supporting the faculty,
Olscamp focused on the academics
offered to students, which made the
University stronger than it was before.
“[Olscamp] was really supportive of
the eminent scholars program. He started several new doctoral programs, a lot
of emphasis on graduate education,”
Newlove said. “He wanted to make the
place a lot stronger academically than
he found it and I think he did it.”
During Olscamp’s time at the
University, he improved the University
by bringing in faculty that were nationally known in order to make the
University more prominent.
“He was very good at recruiting
faculty that had national recognition. He really felt one way to build the
University was to bring in these nationally recognized people to BGSU. I think

See OLSCAMP | Page 8

See FLIGHT | Page 5

Student wins 100 dollars from survey ONE MAN BAND
News Engagement Day quiz on current events rewards participants
By Myah Lanier
Reporter

Student Aparna Sharma takes
home a $100 gift card to the
book store for being the winner
of a news survey.
On news engagement day
students on campus received
an email asking to take a
quiz about local and national
current events.
Coord i nator
Na n c y
Brendlinger said, “News engagement day is a nationwide event.”
She said students were asked
from professional organizations
on campus to come together to
create a news survey.”
BG24 News General Manager
Megan Gallagher said the purpose of the quiz was to see how
engaged students were with
the news.
To get students to participate the quiz was put on a survey called Valtrex, posted to
social networks and sent out to
student emails.

“I put the survey on [The]
BG24 Facebook, twitter and
my own personal Facebook,”
said Gallagher.
She said she wanted everyone to participate, not just
BG students.
Lucas Stall, President of
PRSSA, said “there were 111
participants and seven of those
participants received perfect
scores.”
“I honestly didn’t believe
there would be that many participants, said Brendlinger. “I
thought there was going to be
less than that; however, that is
still such a low score,” she said.
Student Angela Miller said “I
received the email about the
survey and I saw it on my twitter
timeline, but I didn’t really pay
much attention to it.”
Brendlinger said she took the
results from what she received
and wrote each person’s name
on a scrap piece of paper with a

LOSS OFFERS MOTIVATION
Men’s soccer suffers biggest
loss of the season, 3-0 to
Ohio State. Falcons hope this
turns season around moving
forward. | Page 9

See NEWS | Page 2

EVAN SPOONER performed at Open Mic Night in Jerome Library’s Thinkers Cafe, Thursday evening.

ALBUM RELEASE

Stroh Center Rap
performer Rosco is
releasing his first album
today. Read more in Pulse.
| Page 4

HALLOWEEN HISTORY
Columnist Deanna Huffman talks
about the history of Halloween.
She discusses the events that led
to the tradition everyone knows
today. | Page 6

SHEILA HOEGLER | THE BG NEWS

IF YOU COULD START YOUR OWN BUSINESS, WHAT WOULD IT BE AND WHY?
“A special center for abused and neglected
children because I want to help kids.”
Omar Madden,
Theatre, Freshman
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FRI & SAT NIGHTS
10 pm til 2:30 am
ERIC CHASE &

MEAGHAN MICK
18 & Up H 21 & over FREE
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TUES., OCT. 21
8:28 P.M.

Complainant reported sometime during the weekend an
unknown subject damaged her
vehicle within the 900 block of
Klotz Rd. Estimated damage
$250.

WED., OCT. 22
2:23 A.M.

Nicholas William Thies, 21, of
Waterville, Ohio, was cited for
disorderly conduct while intoxicated within the 400 block of
E. Napoleon Rd.

THURS., OCT.
23
12:43 A.M.

Brandon Richard Unverferth,
26, of Defiance, Ohio, was
cited for possession of marijuana and possession of drug

NEWS
From Page 1
number on it.
She then placed the
scraps of paper into a bowl
where she had a random
student in her office pick
out a name.
“When the student
picked out a name it was
Sharma,” said Brendlinger.
“I took the survey in the
union from my email,”
said Sharma. “A week later
is when I received an email
saying I had won a one
hundred dollar gift card to
the book store.”
Sharma said the first
thing she thought while
reading the email was
that she was proud of

H

H

H

$3 Pitchers/Beer!
$6 Pitchers/Mixed Drink!
3 FOR $5 Vodka Bombs!

IF

127 N. Main St. Bowling Green H clazel.net H facebook.com/clazel

BLOTTER

H

paraphernalia near Lot 4
downtown.
1:17 A.M.

Complainant reported an
unknown subject punctured
both side tires of a vehicle
within the 700 block of N.
Enterprise St. Estimated damage $200.
2:11 A.M.

Abby Jo Wilt, 20, of Bowling
Green, was cited for underage/under the influence within
the 100 block of N. Main St.

CORRECTION
POLICY

We want to correct all factual errors.
If you think an error has been made,
call The BG News at 419-372-6966.
PHOTOS PROVIDED

Check out the full interactive
blotter map at BGNEWS.COM

“I didn’t think I got
any of the questions
right.”
Aparna Sharma | Survey winner
herself for accomplishing
something.
“I didn’t think I got any
of the questions right but
it was definitely a wake-up
call for me to start paying attention to the news,”
said Sharma.
Stall said this was a
great idea to get not only
students, but the entire
campus involved in news.
“This was a great success
but next time they will get
an earlier start on it and
include more exciting features,” Gallagher said.

BG MEMORIES offers over 40 designs on their store and they add new designs every week.

University Alumni created own business of school apparel
By Kendra Clark
Campus Editor

The odds that two roommates would end up working for the same company
may be slim, but one pair
that graduated in 2004 has
worked three jobs together
and they now own their
own business.
Ryan Fowler and Kevin
Goldner own an online store
called ‘BG Memories’ that
opened in September, 2014.
They offer unique University
clothes
for
students
and alumni.
“We noticed that there
weren’t many options for
alumni to buy BG clothes
besides the Bookstore and
SBX store,” Fowler said. “We
wanted to offer an alter-

nate option for students and
alumni [that] they can check
out 24 hours a day.”
‘BG Memories’ offers
over 40 designs in the store,
Goldner said. It has T-shirts,
women’s cut T-shirts and
long sleeve shirts for both
men and women.
“We add new designs every
week,” Goldner said.
To go along with designs,
the co-founders plan to add
other apparel options to
the website.
“We will be offering hoodies and kids apparel soon,”
Fowlers said.
Goldner said they are
planning to add baby shirts
like onesies and socks.
The thing that makes them
different from the other
clothing stores is the focus

on comfort and uniqueness,
he said.
“18-22 year olds want to
be different, they make their
own identity with what
they wear,” he said. “‘BG
Memories’ has a unique look
that the Bookstore or SBX
doesn’t have.”
The style of the clothing
was described by Golder
as “vintage style with a
modern feel.”
“We are embracing everything that is Bowling Green,”
he said. “We have a leg up
from the rest of the competition because we were former
students. We know the culture in and out of the town.
There is no other store that
focuses on BG only.”
Fowler was involved in
broadcast, The BG News and

BG24 when he was a student.
He lived with Goldner from
2001 to 2003 as roommates
and Goldner was a graphic
design student.
After they graduated, they
started working in a catering
company together.
“After that, we went our
separate ways but kept in
touch,” Fowler said.
In 2009, they came together again to work for whatifsports.com. Fowler is a content manager and reporter,
while Goldner is a graphic
designer for the website.
February 2014 is when they
got the idea of starting their
website together.
To find their store, go to
bowlinggreenmemories.
com or find them on social
media like Facebook.

FREE SENIOR PORTRAITS!

OCTOBER 29, 30, 31
Room 208,
Bowen-Thompson Student Union

Don’t Be Left Out!

A free portrait session automatically gets your photo
in the 2015 KEY Senior Magazine to be published in April

You’ll receive four poses to select prints if you choose.
Make an appointment online at www.myseniorportrait.com or walk-ins accepted.
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Church
Directory
We invite you to worship with us

and look forward to meeting you soon!
Trinity United Methodist Church
Offering a home away from home for BGSU students.

T
Weekend Masses
Saturday 5 p.m.
Sunday 10 a.m.
5 p.m.
9 p.m.

rinity United Methodist Church, located
in the heart of downtown Bowling Green,
is a place where people of all ages find a
church community that offers a variety
of opportunities to develop and live out one’s
faith including meaningful worship, educational
groups, service to others and fun fellowship in a
beautiful and historical setting.

Trinity’s congregation was formed in 1880, almost
140 years ago. The current building at the corner
of Summit and Court Streets was built 100 years
ago this month. The ceiling of the architecturally
419.352.7555
Located at 425 Thurstin Avenue across from Dunkin Donuts
unique sanctuary includes a lit dome that offers
the space not only beauty, but interesting sound
St. John’s Episcopal Church qualities.
The sound is important because the church
has three active and skilled choirs including the
Sunday Worship
10:00 am
amTraditional
Sunday Holy
Communion
10:00
Service
with Holy Communion
Children of God Choir and the Chancel Choir,
both directed by professional musician and music
Wednesday
Wednesday Evening
Evening
teacher, Stan George, as well as a Chancel Bell Choir
FOCUS meets at Starbucks in the Union at 7:00pm. FOCUS engages in
open minded religious discussion about topics of student interest.
directed by Rebecca Dettmer. The Chancel Choir
includes many music students from Bowling Green
“All are Welcome”
www.stjohnsbg.org
(419) 353-0881
State University and is served by intern, John Mink.
E. Wooster
St.from Harshman Quad
corner of Wooster &1503
Mercer,
across
corner of Wooster & Mercer, Across from Harshman Quad
The sanctuary is also filled with organ and piano
music each Sunday provided by organist Scott
Carpenter and music intern Danny Milan. All of the
musical gifts shared at Trinity combine to make an
Church on campus
uplifting worship experience every week.

Trinity’s congregation has a heart for missions,
which is evidenced by the many ministries it
supports. Each week a group of members visit
a different nursing home in Bowling Green to
offer a worship experience for them. The church
creates 65 Christmas baskets with food, household
supplies and gifts for families in need each year.
The active Relay for Life team raises money to
fight cancer. The children of the church raise
money for a different ministry each year to fight
hunger in the world including joining the BGSU
fundraiser Feed My Starving Children this year,
and the list of ministries goes on. The church
also has community partnerships. The local 4-H
group, the Colorful Clovers, meet at the church
Sundays @ 10 am | Olscamp 101
throughout the year, The Wood County Habitat
The Sunday services are led by Reverend Dana
for Humanity has its offices in the church, and
Roll out of bed and come as you are.
Ward. Rev. Ward has been a United Methodist
in connection with First UMC, Trinity supports
We’ll provide the coffee.
minister for almost 20 years. He grew up in
the United Methodist Student Organization at
Fostoria, OH, and attended seminary in Delaware,
BGSU. The church is passionate about serving
OH. His wife, Rev. Lilanthi Ward, serves as pastor of
the community of BG and the greater world
a community church that meets on campus
Aldersgate UMC in Sylvania, OH. Rev. Dana Ward
community.
brooksidechurch.net
applies the teachings of the Bible to daily practice
with a sense of humor and voice of experience that Trinity is not all about work, though. There are
relate to all ages.
plenty of opportunities for fun, including the
award-winning dartball team, the softball team,
Opportunities for education and spiritual
game nights, luncheons after church and many
development extend into the variety of Sunday
more. Trinity offers a home away from home for
school classes offered at the church. Highly
BGSU students.
experience teachers, including pastors, school
teachers and a Bible scholar, lead eight Sunday
Trinity United Methodist Church is a short walk
school classes ranging in age from preschool to
from campus at 200 N. Summit Street. For more
126 S. Church St., BG
www.bgpresb.org
adults.
There
is
something
for
everyone
in
the
information, visit the church website at www.
419.352.5176
Sunday Worship 10a.m.
wide range of offerings. The education department bgtrinity.com or call the church office at 419-353A Safe Zone for everyone
is led by Melissa Hart, a licensed teacher and
9031. Services are at 8:30a and 10:30a each Sunday
principal.
and Sunday school is at 9:15a.

St.
St. Aloysius
Aloysius
Catholic Church
Catholic
Church

First United Methodist Church
W E L C O M E S

Y O U

T O

Your Home Away From Home!

We’re
We’re on
on the
the corner
corner of
of Summit
Summit && Clough
Clough St.
St.

(419) 352-4195

Sunday Worship

WORSHIP WITH US AT
PROUT CHAPEL

10:00 am
Fall Schedule Begins after Labor Day
8:45 am Praise Service
10:00 am All Ages Faith Formation
11:00 am Traditional Service with Choir

W
NNDD M
WEEEEKKEEMASSES
MAASSSSEESS
WEEKEND
SAT:
NOON
SAT: 5:30pm
5:30pm SUN:
SUN: 8,
8, 10,
10, and
and 12
NOON
SAT: 5:30PM SUN:8, 10, and
1212NOON

Join a small group, sing in the choir, serve in
missions or be “adopted” by one of our church
families through our Adopt-A-Student program!
Across Wooster Street from the Stroh Center
1526 East Wooster St. | Bowling Green
419-353-0682

Your picture here

Check us out on Facebook for more information:
Facebook.com/FUMCBG

St. Mark’s Lutheran Church

VISIT OUR CAMPUS HOUSE
(Across from Founders)
www.actoday.org
bg@actoday.org


— STUDENTS —



Welcome to Trinity in November
Reception following our 2nd service

www.stmarkslutheranbg.org

Trunk or Treat, Thursday, Oct 30. 4-6pm

Decorated car trunks with treats, free popcorn & hot chocolate

315 South College, Bowling Green

Celebration of Our Veterans, Sunday, Nov. 9

419-353-9305

Thanks to all veterans for your service to our country.

ur
Yo ture
c
pi ere
h

CO F F E E A N D D O N U T F E L LO W S H I P
H E L D S U N D AY M O R N I N G S AT 9 : 3 0 A M



8:30am & 10:30am Services
9:15am Sunday School
Celebrating 100 years, Sunday, Oct. 26

A Place for You

Services held Saturday evenings at 5:00 pm
and Sunday mornings at 8:30 am and 11:00 am
Education hour held Sunday mornings at 9:45 am





Trinity United Methodist Church,
200 N Summit St, BG
Check us out at www.bgtrinity.com

Your Home Away from Home

THE PULSE
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ROSCO’S FIRST album, “Christ Soldier,” will be available for free at 3:30 p.m. Friday.

Rosco’s faith-based content, lack of profanity separate music from other rap
By Kathryne Rubright
Pulse Editor

Rosco No E, the artist who performed the Stroh Center Rap
in 2011, is releasing his first
album today.
Rosco’s album, “Christ Soldier”
follows two mixtapes.
“I think a lot of artists talk
about like guns and killing,” said
University senior Michael Blair,
also known as Rosco No E. “I like
to make positive music. My life
situations, my relationship with
Christ. ... That separates me from
a lot of other artists.”
He doesn’t consider himself a
Christian rapper, though.
“I don’t try to force it on anybody,” he said. “If you like it, you
like it. If you don’t, you don’t.”
Rosco also separates himself
from other rappers by not using
profanity in his songs.
“A lot of artists cannot make
music without cursing or using
profanities,” he said. “All my
music is clean-cut music. It can
be played over the radio. Younger
kids can hear it.”
Rosco’s music is “relatable, real
and honest, because he’s talk-

“A lot of artists cannot make music
without cursing or using profanities, All
my music is clean-cut music. It can be
played over the radio. Younger kids can
hear it.”
Rosco No E | Music Artist
ing about his struggles and his
relationships with family and
friends,” his girlfriend Dynasty
Ballard said.
Rosco also raps about fun
things like the support he has
received for the Stroh Center Rap,
which has more than 207,000
views on YouTube as of Oct. 23.
The Stroh Center Rap was a
song and video created for the
opening of the Stroh Center in
2011. It thanked the major donors
who made the building possible.
“We wanted to do something
different and fun to celebrate
opening and the donors who
made it possible,” said University
spokesman David Kielmeyer.
Madhouse Creative in Toledo
made the video. Madhouse and
University marketing and com-

munications chose Rosco over
other potential performers due
to his personality, which showed
in the clip he submitted for
consideration.
“It seemed to be a good fit,”
Kielmeyer said.
At that time, Rosco wasn’t taking his music as seriously as he
is now.
Ballard saw his music more as
a hobby then.
But after the Stroh Center
Rap, “he saw that he has an
entertainment style potential,”
Ballard said.
Rosco has been working on
the album for the past year and
a half.

See ROSCO | Page 7

Media Review: “The Judge”
Robert Duvall and Robert Downey Jr. play a father
and son with a complicated relationship
By Kathryne Rubright
Pulse Editor

“The Judge” explores a complicated relationship between the
titular judge, Joseph Palmer
[Robert Duvall], and his lawyer son Henry “Hank” Palmer
[Robert Downey Jr.]
Hank is a big-shot defense
attorney in Chicago. Joseph has
been a judge for over 40 years in
Carlinville, Indiana, the kind of
town so quaint it has a blueberry festival. They haven’t talked
in years, until Hank’s mother dies and Hank returns for
the funeral.
The visit goes as about as well
as could be expected. Hank
stays at his father’s house,
but with little acknowledgement from him. Hank’s brothers [Vincent D’Onofrio and
Jeremy Strong] show sympathy,
but when it comes down to it
they show more loyalty to their
father. On the morning of the
funeral, they all leave for breakfast without mentioning it to

Hank, and then leave the diner
just after he arrives.
At that point, the audience has
few details about why Hank and
Joseph’s relationship is nearly
nonexistent. The real action,
along with details about their
relationship, begins unfolding
after Joseph is suspected of hitting and killing a man with his
car. That man happens to be
someone he previously gave a
light sentence to, only for the
man to commit murder after
his release.
In a trial scene near the end,
Joseph explains why he has
treated Hank the way he has,
and the reason is satisfying.
The development of their relationship through the movie
is believable.
Duvall gets the audience to
feel sympathetic for Joseph from
the beginning, even though the
audience is following Hank, who

See JUDGE | Page 7
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21st Latino Issues Conference gives people venue to voice opinions
By Denny McCarthy
Reporter

Those interested in issues of social justice, immigration and both the LGBTQ+
and Latino communities were given
a venue to voice their opinions at the
Bowen-Thompson Student Union on
Thursday.
The 21st Latino Issues Conference,
sponsored by the Office of Multicultural
Affairs and the Latino Student Union,
took place from 9 a.m. to 8 p.m. in both
Lenhart Grand Ballrooms and the
Multipurpose Room.
The organizations welcomed about 250
students, faculty, staff, alumni and other
community members interested in dis-

cussing the issues at hand.
“The role of the conference is to bring
individuals together, both Latino and
non-Latino, to understand the culture and engage in important topics,”
said Associate Director of the Office of
Multicultural Affairs, Ray Plaza. “We hope
that people leave with a better understanding of ‘Oh, this is what immigration is, this is what the legal process is in
the U.S. and here’s some of the different
resources that are available.’”
The conference included a community
and cultural showcase featuring local
organizations and artists, a luncheon
with authentic Latino cuisine along
with a keynote speech by activist Moises
Serrano, a town hall-style meeting and a

See LSU | Page 8

Discussing Change

ERIC BURGASSER | THE BG NEWS

5k run organized to help fight sex slavery FLIGHT
From Page 1
Race is a fundraiser for organization called Aruna Project

By Annie Furia
Reporter

Participants who run the
Aruna 5k this Saturday will
fund an organization that
helps women in the sex industry in Mumbai, India.
Ben Zauski, student director for the Aruna 5k, said that
the race is a fundraiser for
an organization called the
Aruna Project.
“The Aruna Project is actually an NPO [non-profit organization] that funds what is
also called the Aruna Project
in East Asia, which is a physical
location in the brothel district,”
Zauski said. This brothel district is located in Mumbai.
Zauski said the Aruna
Project location provides
women involved in sexual slavery with four benefits.
These four benefits are
basics needs like food, water
and shelter; trauma counseling for rape; day care for their
children, so the children do
not have to stay in the brothels;
and education.
Zauski said the education
the women receive allows
them to leave the brothels and
pursue occupations elsewhere.
The money raised by the 5k
will fund each of these four

things.
Director of Cru Nick Gillispie
brought the Aruna 5k to the
University after one of Cru’s
mission trips to Southeast Asia
brought the Aruna Project to
their attention.
“We thought, how can
we bring this to campus?”
Gillispie said.
The first Aruna 5k was set up
at the University of Cincinnati
by Ryan Berg, a staff member
with the branch of Cru there.
This gave Gillispie the idea to
bring the 5k to the University’s
campus three years ago.
Now 16 races exist across
the country.
Zauski said that the 5k is not
a part of Cru, but that Cru is
still a partner.
Gillispie said partners are
divided into two types: financial partners that pay for the
race and partners on campus
that get students involved.
“Cru has been the one
that spearheaded both,”
Gillispie said.
Zauski said the Aruna
5k is different from other
races because “the money
goes directly from Bowling
Green State University to the
Aruna Project.”
He said the money needed
to organize a 5k usually comes

from a few dollars taken out of
every registration fee.
“Our 5k, though, is fully
funded, which means...every
one of those $20 for registration
goes directly to the women,
every dollar that someone raises goes directly to the women,”
Zauski said. “We take no profit
out of it, we take nothing to put
the race on.”
Gillispie said that the money
raised online goes straight to
the Aruna Project location.
“It doesn’t ever come into
our hands,” Gillispie said. “We
point people to give directly to
the Aruna Project.”
Leah Oliver, chair of the
registration committee for the
Aruna 5k, said the procedure
for checks and cash is only
slightly different.
“People usually just make
their check out to BGSU Cru...
and then Cru sends it off to the
Aruna Project,” Oliver said. “It’s
the same way, it goes straight
to the Aruna Project, but it just
has an extra step.”
Oliver said most of the
money comes from donations
to sponsor runners.
“When you register online,
you are provided with an
online fundraising page per-

See 5K | Page 8

After agreeing to a contract
in January of this year, one
of the first steps for the new
Bowling Green Flight Center
was to build the modern
facility that the program will
use when it is finished.
“When we contracted with
the college to become privatized, in our contract it was
stated that we would put up a
new building,” said Christine
Doering, marketing manager
for the BG Flight Center. “The
old building was built around
1940 and it’s showing its age,
so either one of two things
had to happen: we could
revamp this building or we
could build our own.”
When they started to
consider the costs, it made
more sense to build new,
Doering said.
In addition to an 8,800
square-foot building for stateof-the-art classrooms, simulators, flight planning, offices,
conferences, instruction and
testing area, there will also
be a connected 8,000 squarefoot hangar, which will house
the program’s planes.
The Bowling Green Flight
Center will extend the existing runway to reach the
new facility.
“We are most excited about
getting into an upgraded

building where everything
works and gives our students
a better learning environment,” Doering said.
Brendan Tuttle, a senior
aviation
student
and
mechanic, said he’s looking
forward to the building offering an up-to-date classroom
environment more conducive to the program.
“In these old rooms, you
can’t set it to a normal temperature,” Tuttle said. “It’s
either way too cold or way too
hot depending on the time of
the year. Soon we’ll actually
have a separate facility that
is set up and dedicated for
aircraft maintenance. Before,
we kind of had to just make
do with what we had.”
The facility’s atrium was
designed with a runway as
inspiration and will read
“BGFC” down the middle, for
Bowling Green Flight Center.
“In the past, it maybe was
hidden away a little bit in
terms of how it was situated
on the airport,” Rogers said.
“But this change will certainly bring a lot of attention to it.”
Rogers said he has heard
there are only two universities in the nation with airports on campus. Other collegiate aviation programs
often have to commute to an
airport up to 20-30 minutes
away.
“I think the way that new
terminal building and han-

gar is situated, it really just
feeds nicely from campus,”
he said. “I’m excited because
I really think it begins to demonstrate what a great academic and flight center we
have here at BGSU.”
Rogers said there’s also
room for growth internationally as well. The University
has signed a memo of
understanding with the
University of Toledo as well
as Northwestern Polytechnic
University, which has a flight
school in China.
“Those international students will start with NPU,
do some of their English
immersion programs at the
University of Toledo, and
then we’ll deliver the academic aviation program and
flight school,” he said. “At
the same time, we certainly
believe there is going to be
a large demand domestically, with a lot of retirements
occurring and a requirement
now that commercial pilots
have a bachelors degree.”
Tuttle, who began his aviation experience while serving
in the military, said he is currently in the instructing pipeline and hopes to do so at the
Bowling Green Flight Center
after graduating.
“We’re in the upswing,”
Tuttle said. “Our student
body is growing every semester, so it’s doing well, but this
will only enhance it.”

Did You Know...
The eye makes
movements 50
times every second.
They are also
composed of
more than two
million working
parts.
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PEOPLE ON THE STREET
“An Italian restaurant because
it’s my favorite
and I love it.”

MIN METCALFE
Freshman
Social Work

If you could start your own business, what would it be and why?

“A food cart
business serving healthy
foods, like
smoothies and
salads because
it’s harder for
urban areas to
get access to
healthier foods.”

SAM METZ
Senior,
Philosophy

6

“A delivery
service that
delivers food
... because I
hate when I
crave food
from a
BRIANNA QUINN
restaurant
Sophomore,
that doesn’t
AYA Language Arts deliver.”

ERIC BATTS
Senior,
Acting/Directing

“A nonprofit theatre
because I’d
like to have a
freestanding
theatre where
we could do
what we want.”

VISIT US AT

BGNEWS.COM
Have your own take on
today’s People On The
Street? Or a suggestion for
a question? Give us your
feedback at bgnews.com.

Friends, family appreciated through difficult situations, be thankful of support networks
I’m a stubborn, hardheaded, go-getter that bites off
way more than I can chew
and who happens to get
stressed out very easily.
I’m a self-sufficient,
i ndependent,
overinvolved college student
who forgets to use her
planner and rarely writes
down important dates
unless she was lucky
enough to remember to
scrawl it in ink on her
right hand.
To
be
honest,
I
have
99
problems
and most of them are
over-scheduling issues.
I tend to be a walking
contradiction and a bundle of nerves fueled by Full
Throttle and Iced Carmel
Macchiato’s [extra shot

MICHELE MATHIS
COLUMNIST

of espresso, please and
thank you].
Many people ask me
how I balance my academic and personal life and
I’m here to tell you, I don’t.
While I pride myself in
maintaining a cheery disposition and my ability to
keep my head above the
raging sea of responsibility and schoolwork, I often
feel like I’m two steps
behind and a little bit
off kilter.
Like when someone
punches you in the back of
the knee and you stumble

“Many people ask
me how I balance
my academic and
personal life and
I’m here to tell
you, I don’t.”
forward laughing, trying
to brush off the fact that
you just temporarily lost
the ability to stand upright
in a public place.
Cutting the dramatics,
I often take a break from
my life and think, “This
isn’t fair and I can’t do this
by myself.”
So, of course, I don’t
ask for help because that
would make me complete-

Popular holiday filled with misconceptions,
past traditions explain Halloween’s history
With so many traditions
wrapped into one night
— bobbing for apples,
horror movies, dressing
in costumes, watching
parades, carving pumpkins and trick-or-treating— it’s no wonder that
Halloween is the second
most popular holiday
in America.
The festivities incorporate people of all ages in
one way or another and
luckily for those of us
with a sweet tooth, it’s
right around the corner.
Despite its modern
popularit y
involv ing
costumes and candies,
Halloween is actually
a historic holiday with
ancient roots. About
2,000 years ago, the Celtic
people celebrated a yearly festival called Samhain
on Nov. 1.
On the night before,
Oct. 31, it was believed
that the dead returned to
haunt the earth as ghosts,
so the people left food
and wine on their doorsteps in order to keep the
wandering ghouls at bay.
They also wore masks in
hopes of being mistaken
as a fellow ghost and to
ensure their safety.
In the 8th century,
the Christian church
ordained Samhain as
All Saints Day— or All
Hallows — and Oct. 31
was therefore known as
All Hallows Eve. In Scots,
the day was referred to
as All Hallows Even/E’en
and this later became

DEANNA HUFFMAN
COLUMNIST

shortened to Halloween.
The well-known tradition of trick-or-treating
originated in medieval
Britain because on All
Souls Day [Nov. 2] impoverished people would
come with outstretched
arms and beg for pastries
referred to as ‘soul cakes.’
In exchange for the pastries, the poor prayed
for people’s dead relatives and current illnesses, and this was known
as ‘souling.’
Si m i la rly,
du r i ng
the medieval tradition
known as ‘guising,’ adolescents dressed up in
masks and costumes and
accepted small tokens
such as food, wine,
money and other valuables in exchange for
singing, dancing, telling jokes, reciting poetry and other forms of
entertainment.
So how did we get from
medieval guising to our
ghoulish modern-day
Halloween festivities? In
the 19th century, Irish
and Scottish immigrants
revived these ancient traditions within their new
homes and neighborhoods in America and the
result is what is known
today as trick-or-treating.
At first, the occasion
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was greatly centered on
“tricks,” in the form of
pranks, hijinks and other
mischiefs. It wasn’t until
the 1950’s when the tradition took on its current
family-friendly form.
Halloween has evolved
and come a long way since
its founding in ancient
Celtic culture and that
was only a brief history
of the celebration’s roots.
But today, it is the second most popular holiday behind Christmas,
as American consumers
spend more than 6 billion dollars a year on costumes and candy alone.
This is not to mention the
money spent on home
and yard decorations as
well as tickets to haunted
attractions.
However— no matter your age— there is
always something for
you to enjoy this upcoming Halloween weekend, whether it’s taking
your child trick-or-treating, visiting a haunted
house, attending a costume party or simply
enjoying a handful of
candy corn and a mug of
warm apple cider.
And
who
knows,
maybe some of the traditions you like to take
part in the most can be
traced back to ancient
medieval times.

Respond to Deanna at
thenews@bgnews.com

ly vulnerable.
If I don’t tell my friends
that I’m upset and my family that I’m the definition
of a broke college kid, it’s
not real.
However, my friends and
family have other plans
in mind.
These past couple weeks
have been littered with
God’s loving hand in my
life. I like to look at the
people who make an
entrance on my precious
time here on the Earth as
small reminders of His
overwhelming love, as
well as a little nudge in the
back that it’s not my job
to complete everything I
need to do with flawless
independence.
It’s hard at times to admit

that you need help from
those around you.
But the outcome is a
little sweeter when you
realize that sometimes you
find you don’t even need to
ask; they already know.
If I were to thank all
of those who have made
me smile or uplifted
me in these past two
very stressful weeks, I
would take up the next
columnist’s section.
I’ll simply say: you know
who are.
You work in the newsroom.
You live with me, you
attend meetings with me.
You call me “just to chat
because I miss you.”
You let me sit at the
Listening Post for two

hours.
You work at Outtakes,
you buy me coke slushies.
You assure me that “We
need more kids like you.”
You draw ridiculous doodles all over my notes in
class and you offer to pay
for an extra lunch or two
off campus.
The
list
almost
seems endless.
But it makes me handle
my insane schedule and
the pressure a little better.
Thank you, my friends,
my teachers, my advisors
and my family for being
perfect in my seemingly
imperfect life.

Respond to Michele at
thenews@bgnews.com

Risks are often times inevitable in order
to be noticed, stand out in modern day
Do your goals fall short of
your expectations?
Are you a collegiate student who lacks change in
your life? Then perhaps
you aren’t taking sufficient
risks.
One common interview
question candidates are
asked, is to describe the
riskiest decision they’ve
ever made and how it
paid off.
Often times this question serves as a gauge of
risk tolerance within a
candidate, but can it be a
bad attribute if a candidate
isn’t risk tolerant at all?
Its an obvious fact that
life involves risk.
Many of the benefits of
an early childhood is that
no risk is usually added to
your life.
While we may have
moments of vulnerability or uncomfort, no real
risk exists.
Upon entering college
students take an immediate risk by leaving their
home base.
Despite this transition,
many students do not
take risk.
I consider this to be one
of the biggest drawbacks of
growth that students make
throughout their time in
college.
When I refer to risk, I’m
not referring to unprotected sex or skipping classes
and hoping to get an A.
My definition of risk
involves making calculated choices that most
often involve stepping out-
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DAVOOD DADFAR
COLUMNIST

side your comfort zone to
accomplish an objective.
Many times risks involve
taking the chances that
lead to initial failure
but can spur the roots
for success.
Areas of calculated
risk include Degree or
career track changes, living arrangement changes and small leaps and
bounds like taking a public speaking course even
though it isn’t required for
your major.
Unfortunately risk taking is absent in many of
today’s youth due to the
easy access to communication and the ease of
being able to tailor your
life to suit your needs.
It seems all too often
that I meet students who
have roomed with the
same friends, and play
the same drinking games
on the weekends.
These same people usually have the tendency to
become mundane and
boring, often possessing
the same characteristics
throughout their lives.
It’s worth noting that
not all forms of risk
aversion are negative
in nature.
Often times, people
avoid difficult situations
due to their subconscious

“My definition of
risk involves making
calculated choices
that most often
involve stepping
outside your comfort
zone to accomplish
an objective.”
instincts.
Many people may even
lead much more comfortable lives by sustaining
to a set of principles that
deters them from change.
This tactic is more likely to suffice for a small
subset of people than
the majority.
Avoiding obstacles and
challenges usually seem
easy at first.
But given a long enough
time span these challenges can extrapolate into
extreme fears and phobias.
Too often the riskiest
choice you can make is not
taking any.
Deciding
to
avoid
risk is identical as
resisting change.
In order to change you
simply need to get off the
couch and take initiative,
it’s never too late to be
noticed in the world.

Respond to Davood at
thenews@bgnews.com

THE BG NEWS SUBMISSION POLICY
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Letters are generally to be fewer
than 300 words. These are usually
in response to a current issue on the
University’s campus or the Bowling
Green area.
GUEST COLUMNS
Guest Columns are generally longer
pieces between 400 and 700 words.
These are usually also in response
to a current issue on the University’s
campus or the Bowling Green
area. Two submissions per month
maximum.

POLICIES
Letters to the Editor and Guest
Columns are printed as space on the
Opinion Page permits. Additional
Letters to the Editor or Guest
Columns may be published online.
Name, year and phone number
should be included for verification
purposes. Personal attacks, unverified
information or anonymous submissions will not be printed.

E-MAIL SUBMISSIONS
Send submissions as an attachment
to thenews@bgnews.com with the
subject line marked “Letter to the
Editor” or “Guest Column.” All submissions are subject to review and
editing for length and clarity before
printing. The editor may change the
headlines to submitted columns and
letters at his or her discretion.
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JUDGE
From Page 4
isn’t so sympathetic.
Downey plays the same
kind of character he always
seems to lately. Whether
he’s Sherlock Holmes,
Tony Stark/Iron Man or
Hank Palmer, he’s someone who’s so good at his
job that people around him
have no choice but to put up
with his snarky arrogance
because they need him.
That’s not necessarily a bad thing; Downey is
good at it. And that isn’t
the fault of “The Judge” any
more than it’s the fault of
any “Sherlock Holmes” or
“Iron Man” film. But this
is a warning that if you’re
looking for something different from Downey, you
won’t find it here.
Dax Shepard nails the
role of C. P. Kennedy, a local
lawyer who’s overeager and

underprepared for a case
of this magnitude. [Joseph
realizes after the pre-trial
that Hank will have to be his
primary lawyer in the trial.]
The rest of the cast gives
nothing to complain about,
but one fault of the film is
that it included too many
other elements of Hank’s
personal life. We don’t know
at the end exactly what his
relationship with his wife
is. [She may not even be
his wife.]
Hank may or may not
have another daughter in
Carlinville, which is a big
question that could have
taken up more screen time.
But at two hours and 21
minutes, there isn’t time
for more exploration of that
subplot. So, it just shouldn’t
have been there.
But overall, the main plot
is a satisfying exploration
of the relationship between
Hank and Joseph and it’s
worth seeing.

HANK PALMER [Downey, left] defends his father
Joseph Palmer [Duvall, right] on a murder charge.

November
Events
Nov. 4

Dawn of the Planet of the Apes
UAO Movie Series
Union Theater
6:30 p.m. and 9:00 p.m.

Free

Nov. 4
Cabin in the Woods
Showing of the 2012 film
Gish Film Theatre
7:30 p.m.

Free

Nov. 5
“Hump” for the Holidays
fundraiser for the Downtown Foundation for holiday decorations
The Stones Throw
8 p.m.
20% of purchase to Downtown
Foundation

Nov. 13

Book of Days
A play featuring a murder in a small
town
Eva Marie Saint Theatre
8 p.m.
Additional dates:
Nov. 14, 15, 20, 21, 22 at 8 p.m. and
Nov. 15, 16, 22 at 2 p.m
$5 for students

Nov. 18
Guardians of the Galaxy
UAO Movie Series
Union Theater
6:30 p.m. and 9:00 p.m.

Free
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IVYWOOD APTS.

Studios &
1 Bedrooms

$380-$495/mo.
` Near BGSU
` Private patio/entrance
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ROSCO
From Page 4
“I was going to call this a
mixtape, too, but I felt like
the growth I have in this
new tape is album material,” Rosco said, though
he prefers not to make the
distinction at all. “This is

just music.”
He also prefers not
to label himself with
existing genres.
“I just have my own
genre: positive music,”
Rosco said.
That positivity will continue in Rosco’s future
music, Ballard said.
Rosco’s album will be

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
available for free downloading on audiomack.
com starting at 3:30 p.m.
Friday. After that, he’ll
host a listening party
from 6 to 8 p.m. in the
Union theater.
Before he graduates in
December, he’ll have a
concert/open mic night to
end the musical journey

ON NOV. 24 at 7:00 p.m., Rosco will perform in a concert/open mic night in Olscamp 101.

he’s had during his time at
the University.
“I want this concert to
pretty much showcase all
the songs I’ve done over
my years here,” Rosco said.
“I want everybody to see
my growth and be able to
reminisce about the good
times when I made [the
Stroh Center Rap].”

PHOTO PROVIDED
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Honors college welcomes first fresh- 5K
From Page 5
man class, challenges commitment
This year’s freshman
class will be the first class
to spend four years in the
Honors College.
In 2013, the University
Honors College was established. Prior to being
established as a college,
it was a program, as designated in 1978, according
to the University website.
Teachers in the Honors
Program are excited about
the new Honors College.
“I am delighted about the
Honors Program’s transition into a College,”
said Honors Professor
Dr. Lisa Hanasono.
Hanasono believes that
the establishment of an
Honors College on campus shows that students
want to join a community of other scholars and
graduate with University
Honors, one of the most
prestigious awards that
students can earn. It also
ref lects the University’s
commitment to recruiting and supporting highachieving students.
Dr. Hanasono felt privileged to be able to participate in the Honors opening convocation. This
year’s Convocation was
historically important
because it was the first
opening convocation that
inducted students into

the Honors College, rather
than the Honors Program.
“We have an exceptional cohort of new students
that joined the Honors
College this year and I
look forward to working
with them,” Dr. Hanasono
said.
Honors
psycholog y
major Darrell W hite
has thoroughly enjoyed
three years in the Honors
Program and he is spending his senior year in the
Honors College.
“One of my favorite
parts about it being a
college is that now we’re
moved from Harshman to
more central campus and
the facilities are better,”
he said.
White especially enjoys
that there is more staff
now, including a Dean.
Also, the Honors College
is now tied with the Office
of Admissions, which
helps get more highachieving students to
Bowling Green.
White has been involved
in Honors Ambassadors,
which assists with the
recruitment of Honors
Students. He has also
been involved in Honors
Scholars, a learning community involved in learning outside of the classroom and critical thinking. This organization
helps build connections
for graduate school and

MECCA

“I feel like I get more
out of class when I
really have to work
hard to do well.”
Becca Wait | Student

intellectual involvement.
“One of the greatest experiences for me
has been some of the
mentorships I’ve been
able to do through the
Honors Program,” White
said. “That’s the thing
I’m most proud of— to
be able to give back to
the community.”
Another student, Becca
Wait, is a sophomore in
the University Honors
College and this is her
first year in the Honors
College. She decided to
apply because she had a
lot of friends in the program and liked that the
College offered more
challenging courses.
“I feel like I get more
out of a class when I really have to work hard to do
well,” Wait said.
In fact, Wait’s favorite
aspect about being a part
of the Honors College is
taking honors sections
of classes.
She said, “It’s nice to
know that my professors
expect a lot from me and I
like the challenge of proving myself,” Wait said.

PAUL OLSCAMP was responsible for getting salary raises for the faculty.

OLSCAMP
From Page 1

that’s always something good
to do,” Mazey said. “He was
instrumental in changing
BGSU and bringing it to more
national prominence while
he was here. He had time to
really leave a good legacy.”
But the legacy wasn’t easy
to come by. When Olscamp
started at the University, he
didn’t start at the best time.
“He came into an unfortunate situation. There had
been an interim president— a
really good guy, Mick Ferrari.
Many people, if not most
people, thought Mick would
be the choice of the Board
of Trustees,” Newlove said.
“So when Paul got appointed
there were a lot of people disappointed both in the community, I think, and at the
University. So, it didn’t make
for a really good start for him.”
Even though Olscamp’s
relationship with the faculty
and Board of Trustees wasn’t
the best, Olscamp was supportive of both, which includ-

Check us out online at: LSU
From Page 5
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post-conference social.
Serrano, who immigrated to North Carolina from
Mexico at 18 months old and
came out as gay two years
ago, considers himself an
“activist through storytelling.” Serrano said that as both
an undocumented student
and a gay man, he thinks it’s
important to be able to speak
at the University about both
aspects of his identity at the
same time.
“We, as a generation, really
have to be very intentional
about our struggles and
not view LGBTQ+ rights as
separate from immigration
rights,” Serrano said. “They
are both the struggle for
human rights.”
He said he hopes to have
a positive impact on both
movements by contributing to and opening conversation about Latino and
LGBTQ+ issues.
“I think that we can change
the world one conversation
at a time. I really, really do,”
Serrano said. “I want to start
that conversation and leave
them with a challenge: how
can our generation be the

www.preferredpropertiesco.com
Office Hours: Monday - Friday | 8am - 11:30am &
12:30pm - 4:30pm
419 Lehman Ave. | 419.352.9378

Check our website
meccabg.com
or stop by office
for details
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ed getting salary raises for the
faculty.
“Paul was a very intelligent
man. He was a scholar, philosopher by training and that
was his field. He really was
a scholar— and he was very
supportive of the faculty and
to the Board,” Newlove said.
“Even though his relationship
with some of the faculty was
not terribly comfortable, he
was always very supportive to
the Board about the faculty,
always trying to get them pay
raises. He was very much a
defender of academic traditions, such as tenure.”
To Mazey, the legacy of
Olscamp is one to remember,
but she knows that the task is
not yet done and encourages
continuous contribution to
the University.
“As president of the
University, your number one goal is to build the
University. That’s what you
read about Paul Olscamp or
Sidney Ribeau or any of them,
that’s what they always try to
do— is do what they could to
build the University’s future,”
Mazey said.

leaders of intersectionality?”
The meeting that took
place after Serrano’s speech
allowed attendees to move
toward just that, Plaza said.
The meeting included panelists representing both sides
of the immigration debate
in a discussion resembling a
town hall meeting.
“I think it’s important that
both sides are represented
at the table,” Plaza said.
“What’s the real crux of the
issue, why do we believe one
way or the other? Our hope
is to begin to have that conversation and that this leads
to further discussions on
this topic.”
Ashley Peguies, a Junior
liberal studies major, came to
the Latino Issues Conference
with her sorority, Sigma
Lambda Gamma, a Latinabased organization. She
said she came to the event
to celebrate culture and
discover new student
organizations.
“It’s about culture and
how it ties everyone together just knowing that we all
come from different places
and have similar struggles,”
Peguies said. “We need more
things like this, more safe
spaces like this for students
with different identities.”

“

Go through your
phone book, call
people and ask them
to drive you to the
airport. The ones
who will drive you
are your true friends.
The rest aren’t bad
people; they’re just
acquaintances.

“

By Holly Shively
Reporter

sonalized for you and then
you can give that URL to your
friends and family,” Oliver
said.
Oliver said while it costs
$20 to register, individuals
running the 5k have sometimes raised as much as $600
through donations.
Gillispie said the first two
5ks raised a total of $18,000
combined.
Beyond raising money,
raising awareness about
women trapped in the sex
industry is also a goal of the
Aruna 5k.
“These things are not
going to make CNN tonight,
these things are not going to
be on the news, these things
are most likely not going
to be talked about,” Zauski
said.
Oliver felt that race could
have a huge impact.
“Just by coming together
on one Saturday morning
and giving two hours of your
time and $20 out of your
pocket, [students] can actually change someone’s life
on the opposite side of the
world,” Oliver said. “It is a
great cause. It’s just a little
bit of time and a little bit of
money, but it makes a big
difference.”
As of Tuesday afternoon,
more than 160 runners
had signed up for the race,
Oliver said.
The Aruna 5k begins at 10
a.m. Saturday on University
Lawn. Registration is available online and before the 5k
beginning at 9 a.m.

Jay Leno

QUOTE OF THE DAY
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Men’s soccer hopes to turn season around after 3-game winless streak

Egg”

By Brandon Shrider
Assistant Sports Editor

Following a 3-game win streak, the BG men’s soccer team has now gone winless in its
last three games following a shutout loss at Ohio State.
The Buckeyes took an early lead just three minutes in on a penalty kick and the
Falcons were never able to recover.
“We weren’t covering ground, the whole team came out flat,” said head coach
Eric Nichols.
Bowling Green was able to get off just six shots over ninety minutes compared to the 20 by Ohio State.
While four of the six shots on frame, the shots themselves were more
hopeful than dangerous, Nichols said.
The Falcons conceded a second first-half goal on another penalty kick,
this time off of the rebound.
However, despite being down 2-0, the Falcons would show much better in
the second half.
“We came out in the second half and played a lot better,” Nichols said. “We challenged the ball and we possessed the ball.”
The improved second half resulted in just eight shots for the Buckeyes with only
two being on frame.
However, Ohio State was able to push one of the two shots on frame into the
back of the net, capping off the scoring for the night.
The team “laid an egg” in the 3-0 loss and it didn’t give the team much to be
proud of, Nichols said.
The loss was the first multiple-goal loss for the Falcons on the season and just
the second time BG has conceded more than two goals in a match this season.
It isn’t the end for the Falcons however, because the game was not a MidAmerican Conference matchup.
Instead, the team will look to use the loss as motivation moving forward.
“This game will have to be key for us,” Nichols said. “We’re going to have to use
this game to motivate us; it needs to be a turning point in the season for us.”
A turning point in the season is just what the Falcons need going into the
weekend after opening MAC play 0-1-1.
BG will take on conference-opponent West Virginia on October 25.
Coming off of a 3-game road trip ending with a win, the
Mountaineers return home for a single game against the Falcons.
The same conference record as the Falcons [0-1-1], the
Mountaineers come into the weekend with a 6-6-1 overall
record, but a 5-2 record at home.
Thus, BG will have a tough test ahead of them as they
look to secure their first MAC win of the season.

BG goes back on the road

Hockey team looks to build off of their 14 season goals
By Corey Krupa
Reporter

Coming off a weekend series
sweep on the road, the BG hockey
team will go on the road again
to face the Clarkson University
Golden Knights this weekend in
Potsdam, New York.
BG shut out AlabamaHuntsville 5-0 on Friday night
and finished the weekend series
sweep with a 4-1 victory on
Saturday. Both victories allowed
the Falcons to begin the regular
season with four points in conference play.
“There’s always room for
improvement but right now
they’re getting results,” said head
coach Chris Bergeron.
Falcon forward Kevin Dufour
scored three more goals over the
weekend and freshman Brandon
Hawkins contributed two goals
and two assists against AlabamaHuntsville. Dufour now leads
the NCAA with six goals in
four games.
“I try to keep my game simple and I’ve been finding ways
to help contribute offensively,”
Dufour said.
The Falcons also received a
shorthanded goal from Mitch
McLain in Friday’s game, which
was his first collegiate goal. BG
has outscored their opponents
7-1 on the power play, and are
7-for-23 overall on the power play
on the year, which is second in
the Western Collegiate Hockey
Association.
The Falcons went 9-for-9 on
the penalty kill over the weekend

against the Chargers and are now
14-for-15 on the penalty kill for
the season, which is third in the
WCHA.
As a team, BG has scored 14
goals in the first four games of
the season, which is tied for the
most in the WCHA. The Falcons
also have a total of 154 shots on
goal this season, and trail only
Lake Superior State for the most
shots on net in the WCHA so far.
“We’ve been practicing well,
and with Kevin Dufour being so
hot, he’s got the hot stick so we
just find him and he’s been putting the puck in the net,” Mark
Cooper said.
Freshman goaltender Chris
Nell made his first collegiate start
on Friday for the Falcons and
made 20 saves to help shutout the
Chargers. Tomas Sholl, another
Falcon goaltender has two wins
in two starts this year. He has a
.932 save percentage and 41 saves
so far this season.
The Clarkson Golden Knights
hold a 14-12-1 all-time series lead
in their 27 meetings against the
Falcons. However, BG is 4-1-0
against Clarkson and has outscored the Golden Knights by a
14-9 margin over their last five
matchups.
The Golden Knights enter the
weekend with a 2-2 overall record
this season after getting swept
by the University of Vermont in a
home-and-home series.
In the Falcons road series
against Clarkson this weekend,
Friday’s game will start at 7:07
p.m. and Saturday’s game will
begin at 7:30 p.m.

NICOLE SLIMKO drops down to return a ball in a match earlier this season.

STEVEN W. ECHARD | THE BG NEWS

Volleyball returns home for two conference games
By Hampton Crawford
Reporter

The BG volleyball team will be
back home this weekend as they
host two games against Ball State
and archrival Toledo.
At this stage in the season, BG is
currrently sitting at 4-16 overall with
a 1-7 Mid-American Conference
record. Whereas Toledo currently
sits at 1-20 overall, 0-8 in the conference and Ball State is 12-9 overall
with a 6-2 MAC record.
BG is 26-3 overall at home against
Toledo and looks to keep that going
with a win this weekend. Despite
their record against Toledo, head
coach Danijela Tomic still sees this
as a matchup that will bring bring-

some tension.
“The Bowling Green-Toledo
rivalry is unique,” said head coach
Danijela Tomic. “Although we have
had a lot of success through the
years against Toledo, the intensity of the match is one that is not
easily matched.”
Although the record’s are different for BG and Toledo, they
both suffer from the same problems that have made their season
much more difficult. Youth. Both
teams currently have a combined
four seniors and two juniors
with the rest being sophomores
and freshmen.
Even with both teams having a
young and inexperienced team,
coach Danijela Tomic believes that

this matchup will turn the tide and
hopefully provide a spark that will
jump start the team.
“This year, the match comes as
both teams are looking to build
momentum for the second half of
conference play,” Tomic said. “That
adds to the importance.”
BG will hit the court against
Toledo Friday with a 7 p.m. serve.
For Saturday’s game, BG will be
facing off against one of the better
teams in the MAC as they will face
Ball State this Saturday.
For the Cardinals, they are coming into this matchup after sweeping Kent State and getting a season
high .358 attack percentage.

See VBALL | Page 12
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Integrating

INTENSITY

Men’s basketball brings in new coach, players
By Cameron Teague Robinson
Editor-in-Chief

There is a different feel surrounding the Bowling Green
men’s basketball team this year.
A new coaching staff and five new players were
introduced but the different feeling is due to their new found
intensity and tempo.
All of it starts and ends with new
head coach Chris Jans’ personality.
“Coach Jans is more in your face,” said senior
Richaun Holmes. “Everything he does is intense and I think
as a team we are starting to match his personality. That’s going
to make for more wins on the floor.”
Jans’ intensity is different from what Holmes called a “laid back,” personality from previous coach Louis Orr.
“He has more of a getting better right now type of mindset,” senior
Jehvon Clarke said. “Nothing against coach Orr, he is a great guy and I
think he is a great coach as well. I just think coach Jans set that tone early
that was the difference.”
That tone was set in the first meeting Jans had with the returning
players.
“He brought us in and was like, ‘are you guys willing to win, are
you guys willing to do what it takes to win,’” Clarke said. “From that
day and the first day he was at us, he worked us extremely hard.

See MEN’S | Page 11
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MATT FOX looks to make a pass while being guarded by Jehvon Clarke during a preseason practice.

Women’s basketball warms up for the 2014 season

COACH JANS pulls Josh Gomez aside for a pep talk during a preseason practice.

BG to feature plenty of changes

Women’s basketball loses important players, others to step up
By Cameron Teague
Robinson
Editor-in-Chief

HALEY PUK looks to drive on teammate Kennedy Kirkpatrick during a preseason practice.

PHOTO PROVIDED | THE BG NEWS

The 2014-2015 women’s
basketball season is
right around the corner,
but some of the important faces from last season’s 30-5 team have
moved on.
Jillian Half hill, Alexis
Rogers and Jill Stein
have all graduated. Now
the question is how the
Falcons will replace them.
“I don’t know if you
can replace them,” said
head coach Jennifer Roos.
“They were vital not only
to what we did on the
floor but with what they
accomplished off the floor
as well.
Head Coach Jennifer
Roos has brought in four
freshmen who will need
to contribute she said.
They are more focused on
this year’s team than stepping in and filling those
spots left open, freshman
Lauren Webb said.
“It’s not so much on
us coming in and filling
a spot,” Webb said. “It’s
more we are a brand new
team and everyone is
working hard. We are a

completely different team
from last year.”
This year’s women’s
basketball team doesn’t
only bring in four new
freshmen but they will
utilize Leah Bolton and
Kennedy Kirkpatrick who
combined for a total of 24
minutes throughout all of
last year due to injuries.
That gives the Falcons
six players who do not
have much experience
on the floor for them this
year. That will make them
one of the youngest teams
in the Mid-American
Conference this year.
“A lot of coaches look at
youth as a problem but the
way we look at our youth
is room for us to grow,”
Roos said. “We are teachers more so this year than
last year. We have to turn
our youth into a strength
as soon as we can.”
There hasn’t been much
of an transition problem
for the freshmen this offseason Webb said.
“I think I’ve adapted
pretty well,” she said.
“It’s easier because of my
teammates. From day
one they took us in and
showed us everything so it

was a nice transition.”
While the transition to
being a part of the team
may have been easy there
is still a learning curve on
the court, Roos said.
With 12 players on the
roster every person on
the team is competing for
minutes right now. Last
season every person who
was healthy enough to
play [9] averaged at least
eight minutes per game.
“We know we lost three
great seniors that really
impacted our game,” said
senior Jasmine Matthews.
“They were great on the
court, but we have people
who can fill those roles
whether it’s upperclassmen or underclassmen.
For the most part I feel like
people don’t understand
that, yeah we are a young
team, but there are a lot of
keys that others don’t see.”
While Matthews would
not reveal those keys, Roos
spoke about how important Erica Donovan and
Miriam Justinger will be
to the team this year. Both
are juniors and played
more than 27 minutes a

See WOMEN’S | Page 11
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Week nine. College football begins second half of
season. A group of editors
look to seperate themselves from the pack.
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TARA JONES

Editor-in-Chief

South Florida Home field wins out.
@ Cincinnati

Sports Editor

I like to root for Ohio Universities.

GINA RASICCI

BRANDON SHRIDER

Design Editor

Assistant Sports Editor

Gunner Kiel is pretty decent, so I
Broadway actress Shoshana Bean
expect him to throw it around on USF. went there and she’s fabulous!

Cincinnati - 10.5 South Florida 10, Cincinnati 21 South Florida 14, Cincinnati
UMass
@ Toledo

South Florida 21, Cincinnati 31 South Florida 21, Cincinnati 42
27
They are 17 point favorites LOL... I hate them, but they are pretty solid. Despite back-to-back wins for
Margaret Carson, publicist to
still Tuck Foledo.
UMass, Toledo is just better.
jazz and swing musician Benny
Goodman, went there.

Toledo - 16.5 UMass 0, Toledo 3

UMass 14, Toledo 21

UMass 14, Toledo 27

UMass 17, Toledo 20

Akron Kyle Pohl is 100%; my guess is he Akron will want to rebound from that Akron is pretty solid, and I expect Seriously... I’m gonna give Crakron
loss to Ohio, especially mere weeks Pohl to make enough plays to
one more chance to win!
@ Ball St. will start and win.
before BG comes to town.
win.
Akron -2
Akron 31, Ball St. 21

Kent St. They both suck but at least
Miami can score.
@ Miami (OH)

Akron 42, Ball St. 13

Akron 23, Ball St. 10

It’s the MAC. Anything can happen. Wow... they are both terrible.
Miami is just a little less worse.

Miami - 7 Kent St. 14, Miami (OH) 35 Kent St. 24, Miami (OH) 14
No. 3 Ole Miss Ole Miss’ defense is dominant. Ole Miss is on a different level this year.
@ No. 24 LSU
Ole Miss - 3.5

Overall record

Kent St. 20, Miami (OH) 34

Ole Miss 42, LSU 35

In Cody Kessler I trust.

I could see USC pulling out the narrow Cody Kessler is just too good.
upset.

28-20

WOMEN’S
From Page 10
game last year.
Donovan with her versality can play multiple
positions inside and on
the wing. The same goes
for Justinger who will be
called upon a bit more
because of her consistent
scoring ability.
Donovan doesn’t think
much of the pressure
she said.
“I don’t look at every-

MEN’S
From Page 10
That’s one thing that we did
we bought in to that and it’s
been working ever since.”
As the team continues to
adjust to Jans’ personality and
coaching staff they will have
to simultaneously adjust to
the up-tempo play style he is
installing.
That tempo focuses on
defensive pressure and getting the ball up the court faster
than they have in the past few
years.
“It’s [new tempo] going to
take our game to the next
level,” Clarke said. “His style of
play, system and his culture he
is trying to bring in is a genius
idea in my opinion.”
Senior Anthony Henderson
said the style fits this group of
guys well but they still need
to prepare.
“We have to be in better
shape than we have been in
before in order to succeed,” he
said. “We are getting in great
shape and we should be good.”
The Falcons will benefit in
that offense from the addition
of the five new players Jans
added to the roster. He added
three junior college transfers
and two freshmen. Add that

Miami blows, but kent ‘kent’ play
football.
Kent St. 0, Miami (OH) 14

SUDOKO
To play: Complete the grid
so that every row, column
and every 3 x 3 box contains
the digits 1 to 9. There is no
guessing or math involved.
Just use logic to solve

I expect LSU to play well, but the Ole Hi mom! *waves*
Miss defense is crazy good.

Ole Miss 28, LSU 10

No. 20 USC
@ No. 19 Utah
USC - 1 USC 28, Utah 21

Akron 21, Ball St. 20

Ole Miss 23, LSU 20

Ole Miss 30, LSU 20
55 days til graduation and my motivation for everything [including coming up with pick answers] is low.

USC 27, Utah 24

USC 30, Utah 23

USC 55, Utah 40

27-21

28-20

27-21

thing I’m accountable for, I
just play,” Donovan said. “I
learned that you are going
to make a mistake and you
aren’t going to be perfect.”
For Justinger the team
will be looking for her to be
an all-around performer,
Matthews said.
“She [Justinger] will be a
key for us,” she said. “She
[Justinger] is going to do a
lot of different things, the
dirty work and on top of
that be expected to score
every night consistently.”
This year’s women’s

basketball team may have
lost three key pieces this
offseason but this is a
different team and with
less experienced players they know they have
work to do to be successful
once again.
“We have a long way
to go in order to have a
season like that,” said
Matthews. “We can’t get
too high or get too low. We
have to understand that
we worked for every win
we had last year and nothing was handed to us.”

to the 11 players who were
already returning and that
makes for 16 players fighting
for playing time.
Despite the return of players
like Clarke and Holmes, Jans
has made it clear that every
player is being looked at the
same when it comes to playing time.
“I don’t really care if I offend
them,” Jans said. “We look at
them all the same, we are giving them all a fresh start. I
tell them all ‘anything you’ve
done is irrelevant to me. You
are going to have to earn it.’ If
they are good enough to be on
the floor they will be.”
The addition of the five
players brings in just what
Jans wants, competition at
positions across the roster.
That competition has led to
him changing his mind on the
starting five already, but he
hopes it changes again before
the season “At this point you
want to have decisions to
make, you don’t want it to be
cut and dry,” Jans said. “Who
I think would start today is not
who I thought would start on
day one.”
The position battle that is
interesting the most to Jans is
the competition between the
guards. The addition of junior
college transfers Jovan Austin

and David “Pep” Joseph
along with returners Clarke,
Henderson and Zack Denny,is
keeping the players focused
on getting better.
“It pushes us each day. We
have to bring something different and we have to add
another dimension to our
game,” Clarke said.
Although the competition is
tight the players aren’t focused
on being better than the other
person every day.
“We are just trying to make
each other better,” Austin said.
“It’s not really ‘I want to do
better than him today.’ It’s just
go hard as you can and try to
get him better and I know he is
doing the same for me.”
This Falcon team is adapting to a whole new culture in
their program but they have
their goals set high.
New transfer Delvin
Dickerson believes this team
can win the MAC and go to the
NCAA Tournament.
Senior guard Anthony
Henderson is expecting
“nothing less than a MAC
Championship.”
“We play so hard in practice and we have that attitude
that nothing can stop us,”
Henderson added. “I feel like
there is no team that can deal
with us this year.”

You open the paper everyday, what would you like
to see? This is your paper, we just print it!
tell us online @
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or

Send us your story suggestions and
ideas to thenews@bgnews.com!

NOW 50% OFF!
All Halloween Costumes and Accessories.

COSTUMES
SO SEXY,
IT’S SCARY!
11681 SR 613 Van Buren • Exit 164 off I-75 • 419-299-8080
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A MEMBER of the BG swimming team does the backstroke in a meet earlier this season.

MARIE COURONNE | THE BG NEWS

Swimming and Diving team begins season in MAC
By Katherine Wernke
Reporter

Bowling Green Swimming
and Diving kicks off the season
October 24, heading right into
Mid-American Conference
play against Ball State.
The Falcons are coming off
of a dominating stint at the
Tom Stubbs Relay in early
October. The ladies took nine
out of 10 races, setting records
and taking down MAC rivals
Toledo and Akron.
Ball State competed in the
Indiana Intercollegiate in
October, finishing second out
of 11 teams.
With nine new swimmers,
head coach Petra Martin says
she’s seeing progress with
the team.
“I think our people are getting stronger,” Martin said.
“The technical details are
getting better. It’s all progressing. We’re moving in the right
direction. Obviously we’ve got

VBALL
From Page 9
With the help of junior
setter Jenna Spadafora and
junior hitter Hayley Brenson,
Ball State looks to get another win. Spadafora is ranked

to keep working on things. It’s
a work in progress always.”
Tomorrow is not only the
first meet for those swimmers,
but also the diving program.
Head diving coach Alex
Gauvin says he is ready
to have the ladies see real
competition.
“I want them to learn. Ball
state has got some good divers,” Gauvin said. “I want
them to watch. I want them to
learn. And I want them to not
get intimidated by what they
see but to look at that and say
that’s what I expect to be able
to do soon.”
Gauvin is prepared to
see the experienced Ball
State divers, but he says
he hopes his team does not
get discouraged.
“They need to get a picture
at what diving looks like in
our conference,” Gauvin said.
“They need to see what they’re
up against. My only apprehension is that they’ll see it and get

a little scared, but I don’t think
that’s going to be the case
with them.”
But despite the little experience in diving, the Falcons
have 17 returning swimmers. Sophomore Victoria
Griffin has already won
MAC swimmer-of-the-week
after her performance at the
Tom Stubbs Relays.
The Falcons also saw
strong swimming from
freshman Estela Davis and
juniors Jordan Bullock and
Hannah Newman.
With tough MAC play
starting fast and early, coach
Martin looks forward to getting the chance to jump
right in.
“We welcome any challenge,” Martin said. “We love
racing. So whatever they
bring, we’re ready for it.
The ladies will have an autograph signing after the meet
for fans. The meet begins at
5 p.m.

number four in the MAC
with 10 assists per game
whereas Brenson is second
in the MAC with an attack
percentage of .368.
Despite the personal accolades, coach Danijela Tomic
believes that they can win
especially with the help of a

good home crowd
“We need our fans and the
students to come out Friday
night to overflow the Stroh
and help us beat our rival,”
Tomic said.
BG will hit the court
against Ball State on
Saturday at 7 p.m.

U

1 With 66-Across, 1967 Petula
Clark hit, and a hint to
the three longest puzzle
answers
7 Address book no.
10 Bal. sheet expert
13 Lure
14 Gas station machine
15 Amtrak and B&O, e.g.
16 Readied for new paint
17 Thing left out
19 __ Paulo, Brazil
20 Web surfing devices
22 Baseball's Rose
23 1927 soft-shoe classic
26 Body sci.
27 Charlotte and Norma
28 Swear to be true
31 Singer Ives
32 Suitable
35 1971 Janis Joplin charttopper

40 __ diem
41 Morning brew
42 Excellent
43 "Pretty Woman" co-star
Richard
44 Med. plan options
47 1972 Billy Paul #1 hit
52 "The Thin Man" dog
53 Andre of tennis
54 Fall back, as a tide
57 On the floor above
59 Johannesburg section
61 Coloring agent
62 Pledges exchanged at
the altar
63 "I'm a __, not a divider": Bush
64 Spanish "that"
65 Guidance counselor's
deg.
66 See 1-Across

1 Recipe amts.
2 Wife of Zeus
3 "Pound the pavement"
or "break the ice"
4 Addition result
5 O'Neill's "The __
Cometh"
6 "Red Rocks" resort
near Flagstaff
7 Upside-down puppy's
massage
8 Diplomatic represen38 Crowd with foliage
tative
39 24 cans of beer,
9 Hi-fi spinners
e.g.
10 Sobbed
43 Annoying bug
11 Prefix with plasm
44 Nightwear, briefly
12 Good __: fixed
45 Death-feigning
14 Ode, for one
critter
18 Health resorts
46 Like some dips
21 Banned bug killer
47 Bea Arthur title role
24 Make, as money
48 Cable sports
25 Ship's wheel
awards
28 Current unit
29 Gesture from a winner 49 On a freighter
50 Smart-alecky talk
30 Corn serving
31 Finance major's deg. 51 Deal with
55 Bingo call
32 In times past
56 Bjorn with five
33 Calligraphy tool
Wimbledon wins
34 Golf ball raiser
58 Goal
36 Spun 9-Down at a
60 Green Bay's st.
party, say
37 Some tavern workers

Help Wanted

Classified Ads

419-372-0328
The BG News will not knowingly
accept advertisements that discriminate, or encourage discrimination
against any individual or group on
the basis of race, sex, color, creed,
religion, national origin, sexual orientation, disability, status as a veteran,
or on the basis of any other legally
protected status.
The BG News reserves the right to
decline, discontinue or revise any
advertisement such as those found
to be defamatory, lacking in factual
basis, misleading or false in nature. All
advertisements are subject to editing
and approval.

Kidzwatch - both centers now
Direct Support Professionals
hiring FT & PT care givers for
for Individuals with Autism
days, eves. & weekends. Email
Bittersweet Farms is a world reresume to: info@kidzwatch.net
nowned leader in serving individuals with autism. We are seeking
Part-time cook needed at
candidates for PT / FT direct
LaRoes in Grand Rapids. Apply
support professionals on 2nd and
in person or call 419-832-3082.
3rd shifts to educate, mentor and
positively impact the lives of people with autism in our Whitehouse
For Rent
and Pemberville Ohio locations.
Starting wage is $9.00-$10.00/hr,
**2014-2015 s.y. now renting
depending upon experience, with
3-6 BRs over 3 allow, also more
the potential to earn an
rooms $225, eff + 1 & 4BR apts.
additional $1/hr within one year.
A High School Diploma/GED is See cartyrentals.com or 353-0325
required. To obtain an application,
5 BR, 2 Bath, 617 N. Main,
please visit our website at:
off st parking & laundry room incl,
www.bittersweetfarms.org
avail Aug 2015. 12 mo lease,
or email your resumes to: human
$1300/mo, call 419-722-1371
resources@bittersweetfarms.org
or email: aricketts@woh.rr.com
Fax to 419-875-5593.

ENROLL

SPRING 2015 REGISTRATION

Help Wanted

FOR RENT

BG Apts - 822 B7 2nd St.
2BR apts avail NOW!
$500 +gas/elec.
1 person rate $460 + util.
www.BGApartments.com
419-352-8917
Fanastic 3 BR apt w/ 2 full baths,
fully furn, free internet, fireplace,
D/W, $640/mo, close to bus stop
and campus, quiet, no pets.
Call Jon at 419-308-0598.
Furn. room w/ freedom of house,
to clean & responsible male,
$250/mo w/ $100 dep, all utils inc.
Call 419-354-6117.

319 E. WOOSTER ST.

BOWLING GREEN

419-354-2260
Bowling Green
Sentinel-Tribune
1 column (1.559”) by 4”

Great Selection
CloseVOTED
to Campus
Great Prices

Graduate Students
Non-Degree Graduate Students
Seniors
Juniors
OPEN REGISTRATION
Sophomores
November 7 thru January 18, 2015
Freshmen
Guest Students

Go to:

my.bgsu.edu

QUESTI O NS?

1. SELECT > student center
2. SELECT > enroll
3. SELECT > add

Call the Registration HOTLINE:

You can access everything that you
need via the “Student Center” at the
MyBGSU portal.

419-372-4444

8 am - 5 pm
Monday - Friday

Complete Rental
to beListing
spoiledavailable
on-line and
in Rental
by your
parentsOffice

VOTED

Our StudentsStick
with us
S. Main
..
www.sambs.com

We allow Pets

GR EEN

STAT E

UN IVE RSIT Y

 S. Main
..
www.sambs.com

WOODLAND MALL
CINEMA 5
Woodland Mall • N. Main Street
• NEW FALL HOURS! •
Tues.-Thurs. open at 2 PM
Fri.-Mon. Open at 11:30 AM

Successfully Serving BGSU
Students for almost 40 Years.
HONEST, FRIENDLY & TRUSTWORTHY

Office of Registration and Records
110 Administration Building

to be spoiled
by your parents

Great Locations

Quality Service, Quality Housing
319 E. Wooster Street | Across from Taco Bell

BOWLING

www.bgnews.com

Great selection of Houses
& Apartments

STA R T DATES
October 20
October 20
October 21
October 23
November 4
November 5
November 7

Visit BG
us News
online at
1 column (1.68”) by 4.0”

— 419.354.2260 —
www.johnnewloverealestate.com

ALEXANDER AND THE TERRIBLE,
HORRIBLE, NO GOOD, VERY BAD DAY

(PG) 11:30a 2:00p 4:30p 7:05p 9:50p
BOOK OF LIFE (PG)
2D: 11:45a 4:45p 7:15p
3D: 2:15p 10:00p
FURY (R)
11:50a 3:00p 6:55p 10:05p
OUIJA (PG13)
12:00p 2:20p 4:50p 7:25p 10:05p
JOHN WICK (R)
11:40a 2:20p 4:40p 7:10p 10:15p

10/24/14- 10/27/14

